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The Art of Fall Garden Clean-up 
Chat Transcript: The important- and also the leftover questions from the live 
webinar from GardenAtoZ.org, on October 10, 2020  
Hosts Janet Macunovich & Steven Nikkila, co-host Sonja Nikkila 
 
Sonja Nikkila : Here's the quick handout link for anyone who wants it: 
https://gardenatoz.org/media//artfallho.pdf 
 
Looking for mention of a specific plant or activity? Use “Find” 
For the main topics, follow the link for questions related to: 
Why and when to do fall clean-up 
Cutting down perennials and shrubs 
Raking and fertilizing (mostly fertilizing questions!) 
Edging and weeding 
Dividing, changing, rearranging 
Mulching 
Other questions 
 
Regarding the "Why and When" of fall clean-up 
Ann Hackett : source please of the killing frost map? 
Sonja Nikkila : It could vary depending on where you are, but definitely try 

hunting around your Extension Office. 
Janet & Steven: Yes, it does vary State to State. Can be the state agriculture 

department that has it, or the extension. But if you search the internet for 
"(your State name) killing frost date" and images, you'll find it. As you saw, 
sometimes one university keeps it for a region, as Cornell did for the 
northeast region. 

Carol Corbin : I typed in killing frost for Detroit and it brought up weather.gov 
with two maps, the first one was first frost, the second map was killing frost 
(degrees).  There is also estimating first freezing temps info at canr.msu.edu    
There are several maps there. 

 
Sonja Nikkila : Ugh, my bear's britches get BRUTAL after their spikes dry and 

harden over the winter. LEARNED MY LESSON. 
 
Tip: Stacy Burden Pravato : If you have multiple gardens, just tackle one at time 

otherwise the tasks can be overwhelming.  A little bit of time goes a long way 
when cleaning up. 

Return to index 
 
Regarding Cutting down: 
michele : what about leaving up some stems for the pollinators that need hollow 

stems in EARLY spring 
Sonja Nikkila : Absolutely, Michele. I'm sure they’ll talk about that consideration 

(we never cut down EVERYTHING), but I’ll mention it for Q&A. 
Janet & Steven: So true, Michele, and Sonja. We do leave some sturdy stems up 

for winter interest and for beneficial insect habitat. And we often bundle 
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what we cut, as well, leaving it nearby until late spring for the sake of 
beneficials that may be overwintering there. As we explain in chapter 2 and 5, 
everything is a balancing act - your own best guess whether to cut everything 
for neatness sake, nothing for ecological sake, or some middle ground. 

michele : I also find praying mantis egg cases on standing grasses etc. So if I cut 
things down, I leave a pile so things can hatch or use for bird nests 

Janet & Steven: That can work too but if the pile is too big things can get 
squashed. That's why we bundle and try to stand the bundles. Or if we pile, 
make it short stacks. 

Karen Harrison : I make a wreath with the coneflower heads, for the birds. 
 
 
Barb Potts : right now, many plants are half died back and half still flowers. ok to 

cut back while there are still flowers? 
Janet & Steven: Yes, it is a-ok! If you want to keep deadheading, go ahead but you 

can just cut the whole plant to the ground if you are done. Nature could cut it 
down with frost! 

 
Karen Harrison : what about cranesbill geraniums? Some have a pretty fall color. 
Janet & Steven: Indeed they do, some of them. If the geranium is in a place where 

we see it and its fall leaf color is one of the reasons we put it there, we may 
leave it. More about this in chapter 5 when we stand back and assess the 
overall look.  

 
gjhof : Is there a concern with leaving hosta foliage until it is dead, and then 

raking them up, say late November: 
Janet & Steven: That's probably fine - so many hostas have leaves that separate 

easily from the crown once they have died back. So the debris is cleared 
away. However, you lose the advantage of having been close to the hostas' 
crowns during the growing season. Weeds snugged up to the hosta crown 
would have been quite visible then - you would have seen and been able to 
remove the seedling mulberry trees, buckthorn trees, pokeweed, etc. So if we 
are working in a garden where we know the hostas are simply raked out in 
fall, we will go over that bed very closely in the spring to catch emerging 
weeds. They will be harder to pull in spring than in the preceding fall but at 
least we would get to them before they get a whole growing season under 
their belts. 

Return to index 
 
Ann Hackett : White hollow peony stems are still healthy? 
Marilyn Rice : If the peony has the disease, what do you do? 
Janet & Steven: We award ourselves the gold medal for peony care when we cut 

the peonies back in time that all the stem bases are not only white but remain 
solid. However, white stems, hollow or solid, are a pretty good indication the 
peony botrytis has not made it down the stem interior to the crown and root. 
The stalk may have botrytis in spots higher up so it should be removed but 
the gardener can breathe easy about the plant’s future. 
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If the stems are streaked near the base and/or their centers are dark, we cut 
as far down as we can, even clipping stems below ground level to limit the 
amount of infectious material. Then we put that peony on the schedule for 
disease control the following spring. 
 
We assume the fungus spores are living on the crown and in the roots, right 
alongside the next year’s growth buds. As a result, when the new growth rises 
in spring it will carry fungal spores, ready to infect wherever they can. It is 
not a virulent fungus, in that it can’t easily penetrate healthy tissue but any 
weak spot is at risk and once infected it will become a spot of continuing 
contagion.  
 
Weak spots may be from mechanical damage (wind abrasion, bent-broken 
stems), late spring frost, insect and slug chewing, etc. The tip top of the new 
growth carries the embryonic flower bud and if damaged then infected will 
mean loss of bloom. So we protect the new growth on peonies we think carry 
the fungus. 
 
That can mean applying fungicide when the new growth is up a few inches 
and then a few inches more. That’s not our highest recommendation, since 
we do not like to see fungicides applied if there are other options (We have 
concerns about human health and the ripple effects to beneficial fungi). 
Other options in this case are applying an anti-transpirants like Wilt-pruf (it 
forms a physical barrier, an extra coating the fungus must try to penetrate), 
or using floating row cover to fend off frost damage and thus reduce the 
amount of susceptible foliage.  
 
We follow up all through the growing season by cutting off every stem with 
discolored foliage. Finally, when/if we move or divide that peony we cut out 
all discolored and fungus-pocked areas (like cutting the bad spots from a 
potato) and rinse the divisions with 10% bleach solution before replanting. 
 
This may sound like a lot to do but if you begin with a healthy peony or follow 
the remedial path for two seasons with an infected peony, then all there is to 
do is cut out off color foliage through the year and cut the peony back in fall. 

 
Therese : how long do you soak in bleach water? 
Sonja Nikkila : Therese, I think it varies. Sometimes she’ll just swish-and-wash, 

sometimes she’ll dip the tools for a bit longer, but I haven’t seen her fully 
SOAK for longer than a few minutes. On tools, some manual wiping is 
involved too! 

Janet & Steven: Plants, immerse them for a minute, not much longer. 
 
Return to index 
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michele : should probably remind people to treat their pruners between cuts 
when cutting down peonies with black spots. 

Sonja Nikkila : Yep, good point Michele. And folks can also re-visit the Tools 
webinar‚ long ago in early April (back when we were new at this!) 

Janet & Steven: It is a good thought but honestly, practically, we do not sterilize 
our pruners between every cut, where we see peony botrytis. We will wipe the 
blades with bleach solution or peroxide between peonies but not between 
individual canes on a peony. We simply cannot justify the time required.The 
only time that comes to mind when we did was when we were working to 
reclaim an enormous, generations-old peony bed with many very badly 
infected but irreplaceable peonies. And we have to tell you that work was so 
exhausting we hope we will never be asked to do it again!  

 
Judith Levine's ipad : How about European ginger that is looking floppy about 

now? 
michele : I was wondering if the European Ginger that is flopping now is telling 

me to divide it or is it just too dry? 
Janet & Steven: You can cut European ginger (Asarum europaeum), although it is 

an evergreen and usually we plant it where we want to see something green 
over the ground... Like bergenia or hellebores, the leaves are going to be 
replaced next spring so no big deal if we take them off early. Yet if it can't live 
up to the purpose we gave it in the garden - if it can't provide some winter 
interest - we might think about removing it and replacing it with something 
else.  
Flopping ginger, it's probably dry. The leaves become small and the colony 
has bare patches when it needs dividing.  

 
Karen Harrison : Bergenia is so underused. I love it! I love the texture! What 

about Rodgersia? 
Janet & Steven: Cut Rodgersia. 
 
Return to index 
 
Kathie Skinner : I volunteer at a botanical garden, we cut hellebores to ground in 

January. 
Janet & Steven: We usually cut hellebore foliage off in late winter, to remove the 

worn old leaves before the flowers come. But sometimes it is hard to get out 
in late winter and the potential winter interest of the foliage isn't essential to 
the garden's interest, so the gardener cuts the leaves in fall, instead. If you do 
cut the leaves in fall, if the plant's in an exposed position it can be a good idea 
to lay an evergreen bough over the crown to prevent the flower buds drying. 
The old leaves do protect the flower buds from weather extremes. 
 
The reason we remove the leaves at all is because hellebores are susceptible 
to a progressively debilitating fungal disease similar to peony botrytis. Leave 
old foliage year after year and the crown and then the flower buds can 
become infected. Ruins the looks and eventually can ruin the plant. Good 
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article about this at GardenA to Z. Search helleborus botrytis. (This is not the 
same disease as afflicts peony although they are similar. A dog can have a 
cold, so can a human, but the pathogens are different enough that you and 
your pet can’t pass a cold between you.)  

 
Karen Harrison : What about astilbe? A book I have says to leave the stems in 

place so the crowns are protected during the winter. 
Janet & Steven: If you are in hardiness zone 3 and also do not have reliable snow 

cover that may be an issue but throughout our area astilbes are fine when cut 
back. Keep in mind that many cautions we hear from people are hand me 
downs from gardeners generations ago who came to the New World, faced 
winters such as they had never seen before, and they assumed the worst for 
everything. Things great-grandma and great-great grandpa said still carry 
weight despite the facts that have developed from more current experience 
and scientific study. (Research such as refrigerating bare perennial crowns to 
determine how much cold they can handle.) 

 
MARK’s iPad : what about the Limelight Hydrangea? 
Janet & Steven: You can cut them now if you want. We usually prune them in 

spring since their spent blooms can add interest in winter, but if you want to 
cut them now, go ahead. Sometimes we cut panicle hydrangeas (H. 
paniculata; ‘Limelight’ is one variety) right to the ground, sometimes we 
simply take out some old wood, sometimes we take out all older wood and 
shorten remaining newer wood – it all depends on how big we want the plant 
to be at bloom time. 

 
pat D : I cut my hydrangea all the was down and stick the blooming stem in the 

ground for winter interest, then I pull them up in the spring (sometimes they 
will root). 

Janet & Steven: Thanks for that other angle of encouragement to cutters, Pat! 
 
shelley welch : Cut pearly everlasting? 
Janet & Steven: We do cut it, especially where our design rests in part on seeing 

its gray new growth first thing in spring, not hidden by old stems. You will, 
however, see us bundling or leaving up sturdy stems from all around the 
pearly everlasting since the last generation of American lady butterfly 
caterpillars is hanging in chrysalis through winter somewhere nearby their 
larval food plant, the pearly everlasting (Anaphalis margaritacea). 

 
Return to index 
 
Do we cut: 
Sue W : cut joe pyeweed? 
mary walker : large goatsbeard? 
mary walker : bush honeysuckle? 
Carol Ewing : hybrid teas? 
kimwojnarski : Knock out roses 
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Angeline Carter : itea? 
Bobbi_ : How about spirea? 
Janet & Steven: Cut them. Joe pye (Eupatorium purpureum), goatsbeard (all the 

Aruncus clan) are totally herbaceous perennials. New growth will come from 
the crown so none of this year’s stems are going to grow or be missed.The 
bush honeysuckle (Diervilla species), hybrid tea roses andKnockout roses all 
bloom on new wood and best on vigorous new wood so cuts are not only 
harmless but helpful. Just be sure to leave a hybrid tea rose’s graft union in 
place – it’s the thickened knot where roots and canes meet, and should in 
northern climes be planted at or even below ground level. The 
itea/sweetspire (Itea virginica) is a woody shrub that will not bloom as much 
if cut back now but for many people that is not a loss as the fall color is what 
the plant is expected to contribute. 

 
Do we cut: 
mary walker : can I cut baptisia to the ground?  
michele : I cut baptisia to ground every year (in zone 5). 
Janet & Steven: Cut it. No worries. Summer, fall, no worries. 
Karen Harrison : Do you cut down epimedium in the fall? 
Janet & Steven: You can, we usually grow it for winter interest so we don’t cut it 

but it can be cut. 
Diane in Waterville : Blue mist spirea (Caryopteris)? 
Janet & Steven: You can cut it. We like the winter look and usually just cut it hard 

in early spring when its companion bulbs need the space but if we want to we 
can cut it in fall. 

chermann : What about smokebush? I cut it down last year and it grew back at 
least 8' this year. 

Janet & Steven: Smokebush (Cotinus) is always wild when cut, and we’ve seen it 
grow 12’ in one season. Best to let it grow into a small tree – it is really quite 
mannerly and well behaved then.  
Where we must prune it we cut it hard every spring and trim it again in July. 
We might make the hard spring cut in fall, if the plant is in a place that is in 
the spotlight in winter. That’s because the branches can look downright 
spooky, like a wild beast silhouette. 

 
Barb Potts : Should ostrich fern be cut down in fall? 
Janet & Steven: Cut them. Makes no difference to Matteucia struthiopteris to be 

cut, in fall or any time. “I’ll be back”, the Terminator’s line, probably 
originated with them. Where we must grow them (we prefer not – they run 
so aggressively we cannot grow many other plants with them, yet they look so 
bedraggled by August that we want other species there) we cut them 
constantly, wherever they are flora non grata such as out in the lawn, and as 
they become dry and broken in late summer. Never sets them back. 

 
Return to index 
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Karen Harrison : What do I do with raspberries in the fall? 
Janet & Steven: Ever-blooming types (really, they are duo-croppers), take out the 

older canes that bloomed and bore fruit this August-September. Cut them 
out at ground level. Thin the remaining new, unbranched canes as necessary 
to keep only one cane per 6-10”, favoring the strongest. You can also clip 
these newbies back by half their height. 
Varieties that bloom just once in June and bear in late summer, you can mow 
the whole patch. 

 
Still blooming in October: 
‘Karen Harrison : My ‘Purplelicious’ veronica is still blooming!  
 
Regarding Raking and fertilizing: 
Barb Potts : What about Osmocote? It doesn’t seem to ever breakdown, 
Carol Ewing : do you put it all over or just around each plant? Dig it in? 
Sonja Nikkila : You can just shake it or lightly rake to spread it around, Carol. (At 

least that’s what I’ve seen Janet do!) Ahead on the outline, they note that the 
next clean-up steps help to mix the fertilizer in and down. 

Janet & Steven: Several important things to know about Osmocote. One, it is not 
an organic slow-release, carbon-based fertilizer with water-insoluble 
nitrogen such as we are recommending. Osmocote is a water soluble fertilizer 
with individual particles coated with a substance akin to medicine capsules. 
Time, warmth and moisture break the coating and then the fertilizer melts in 
water. So an Osmocote can supply nutrients over an extended period but it 
does not do so by feeding the soil’s biological component. 
 
Two, since the coating on Osmocote (and others such as “Once”) breaks 
down from warmth and moisture it is not doing plants much good during the 
cool fall when we want to supply nutrients. 
 
Three, it does break down but the coatings can remain, empty shells, for a 
long time and fool a gardener into thinking fertilizer is there, at work. 
 
When we sue water soluble fertilizer we spread it as evenly as we can. We 
time the application to come right before we do work that will cause it to be 
raked and pressed into contact with the soil. We avoid spreading it on foliage, 
especially wet foliage which could then be fertilizer-burned. 

 
Return to index 
 
Therese : when doing a soil test do I have to do multiple ones for various flower 

beds, versus vegetable garden, versus lawn? 
Janet & Steven: Most residential properties have a homogenous soil – whether 

natural or imported as fill, the soil there will probably not vary much in 
fertility from one place to another over ¼ acre. So one soil test can serve for 
all the gardens on a site. If various areas are going to be dedicated to 
different plant types – this space to sod, that to shrubs, another to vegetables 
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and a fourth to perennials - then it can be worthwhile to submit separate 
samples. Then, even if the soil in area 2 may be the same as that in area 1, 
because you stated a desire to grow different crops (annual flowers there 
rather than perennials, for instance) the fertilizer-prescribing Extension 
agent or program will adjust the nitrogen- and other levels for the crop.  

 
barbara boykin : If you have mulch on the garden, should you loosen any packed 

mulch before applying the fertilizer? 
Janet & Steven: Always loosen packed mulch, whether fertilizing is involved or 

not. If it packs, it excludes water and water is essential to the performance of 
any fertilizer. Water- soluble products need it to dissolve and reach plant 
roots, and in too-dry conditions water-soluble particles can actually pull 
water out of plant roots and leaves – we call it fertilizer burn. Slow-release 
organic products must be ingested by soil animals – microbes on up to 
worms – and then be excreted to serve the plants and water is necessary to 
an active soil biome. 

 
Susan Shandorf : If you fertilize now do you do it again in the Spring? 
Janet & Steven: Yes. We put half the year’s fertilizer on in fall, knowing it will be 

absorbed by the plants by April. Then we fertilize again to be sure plants have 
ample nutrients to draw on as they grow during spring and summer. 

 
Judith Levine's ipad : Same fall fertilizing advice for vegetable gardens? 
Janet & Steven: No. Most vegetable beds do not have plants growing in them over 

winter and so there are no plants there to take up the nutrients. The 
nutrients may leach down below accessible level by spring. If you are growing 
a cover crop of oats or clover, yes do fertilize. That cover crop will trap the 
fertilizer. (Cover crops are grown to prevent erosion, act as a living weed-
block, and in the case of legumes such as clovers, to trap and convert 
atmospheric nitrogen for use by plants as the legume plants decompose.) 

 
Regarding Edging and weeding: 
Judith Levine's ipad : How deep do you dig the edge? 
Sonja Nikkila : Judith, Janet edges as deep as a spade blade, maybe cuts down 10 

inches. But she’s super strong. I can usually only get about 6 inches. But it’s 
still something! 

Janet & Steven: Dig as deep as you can, to start, then pay attention to how deep 
you find the running roots you aim to stop. Tame bluegrass roots might run 
only 3 or 4 inches deep and that is as deep as you need to cut, as deep as the 
trench needs to be. In Sonja’s yard we are trying to exclude sow thistle and 
quack grass that run under the lawn, as well as the lawn, so we cut 7 or 8 
inches deep and try to keep a 4-inch trench. Raspberries running in from the 
woods run a lot deeper, violets are shallow, etc. 

 
Return to index 
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JFSchenk : If you’ve edged in the Spring, do you need to re-edge? 
Sonja Nikkila : Janet, I know that J&S edge both in spring and fall (and whenever 

they feel like it needs it!). It certainly helps to keep the edge as clean as 
possible. But I sometimes only do once a year in my own yard (just lazy). 

Janet & Steven: (Sonja’s the least lazy person we know!) We aim to edge twice a 
year but in some situations we edge more often. In a few places we can live 
with once a year so we do. Fall and spring are the big root-growing seasons, 
when weeds can get in and take over, so we try to edge then. If we can edge 
only once a year, fall is our choice. Where we have particularly aggressive 
weeds at the edge of a bed – bindweed, sour sorrel, creeping charley/ground 
ivy, and Johnsongrass come to mind – we might edge at midsummer too, 
even if it is only in the spots we know are worst. 

 
pat D : In one of my beds, I use wild strawberries as a ground cover in between 

my annuals and perennials. is that good? Should I cut them now or should I 
do it after they bear fruit? 

Janet & Steven: Groundcovers are living mulches but they can get too pushy and 
need to be reined in. If you are growing the strawberries for fruit as well as 
for cover then weed them as needed in summer after they have fruited. To 
weed in fall would be to remove many of the younger plants that are on their 
way to being next summer’s big producers. 

 
Barb Potts : I’ve used carpet runner against a fence where my neighbor plants all 

of her plants jammed up against her side of fence. Works well to keep her 
plants out of my beds! 

Janet & Steven: Fencelines are complicated problems! We, too, have used carpet 
runner, at full 27” width, along a chain link fence. We set it in-ground about  
inches and lap 19” against the fence to keep plants on the other side (a city 
park’s neglected edge!) from creeping in below or along the ground, or 
hanging through and dropping that many more seeds. Not an elegant answer 
or a complete solution but it helps. 

 
Carol Corbin : bindweed is my nemesis!  I have been battling it at the church 

gardens for years and every year we dig it out the best we can. 
Janet & Steven: Bindweed is one we have never beaten, only beaten back to a 

known area where we maintain vigilance to keep it at bay. It was tough the 
first time we realized there was no way to eradicate it without clearing it from 
under all the sod and three neighbors’ properties, too. But now we feel pretty 
good to work at it until we can simply keep an eye on one spot, knowing that 
is where it will show up first, and keep pulling it there. 

 
Return to index 
 
Therese : spiderwort also has a weed seed. 
Janet & Steven: True. Almost all weeds have more than one way to spread. If you 

exclude the roots of thistle, for instance, but allow the plants outside the bed 
to flower and set seed, thistle will arrive in your bed by seed. Spiderwort, too. 
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(Tradescantia virginiana being one of those native North American species 
that shows us just how tough a wildflower can be. Pretty thing but you better 
really want to have it before you turn it loose in your garden.) 

 
Nancy Giordano : Canadian anemone. roots are so thin. how do I know I've 

gotten it all. It has taken over my perennial bed (ugh!!) 
Janet & Steven: That’ another super native. WE happen to like it but we accept its 

nature, knew in advance what it would do. To clean it from an area we 
remove all the plants, take those desirable plants down to washed bare root, 
put them on hold somewhere we can watch for signs of anemone we still 
missed, and then dig over and/or smother the anemone-filled area. We don’t 
replant that year but wait through a year and a spring, patrolling to see the 
emergence of and remove the pieces we missed, which are always there. 
Other people clear the desirables from the area (or sacrifice them to the next 
step) and then apply a foliage-absorbed weedkiller such as glyphosate. 
Usually more than one application over a year is necessary. 

 
Judith Levine's ipad : I’m always scared that I’m going to get rid of roots of 

perennials I want to save. How to tell the difference? 
Sonja Nikkila : Oof, good question, Judith I send pictures of pulled weeds to my 

mom ALL the time! 
gretchendenton : I bought the weed book and it’s a big help. (Weeds of the 

Northeast, A. Senesac) 
 
Return to index 
 
Janet & Steven: Learn the weed roots rather than try to learn all the perennial 

roots. We each have fewer weed types in our garden than we have desirable 
perennials.  
 
Honestly, though, we throw out LOTS of “good” perennial roots. Those that 
spread prolifically can afford to lose some. Those that don’t spread so much 
are usually not involved in mystery weedy areas. Really desirable plants tend 
to be clump formers and you can tell by the size of stems in the clump that it 
has been there for years so you must have given it the okay.  
 
There is always the failsafe, too, of a temporary compost, a place to throw 
weed roots until spring so you can look then to see if any good guys are 
emerging and reinstate them. 
 
Just the other day I was weeding along (Janet; Steven was on rake-up-and-
cart-away detail), came to a Siberian iris and lifted its skirts to check for 
weeds. Found a couple weeds and then also noticed something that 
prompted this internal monologue: …what it this, a honeysuckle? No it 
doesn’t look like it but why would I plant another perennial so close? This 
looks like it’s only been here a year it must be a volunteer shrub, I’ll pull it. 
Wait a minute. (The mystery plant is now in the air) these roots look like they 
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were in a pot at some point, wound around each other like.. Oh! This is a 
dictmanus, a gas plant. Shoot!  Forgot I put it here. 
 
At this point the plant needs a new home anyway – it was too close to the iris. 
So I replanted it! 

 
Karen Harrison : I made my clients beds smaller, but now the area that is left has 

so many wild violets in it, do I have to dig all the violets out (a million) before 
putting down grass seed? Is it too late to put grass seed down? 

Janet & Steven: It’s not too late to seed grass although some of the seed will 
probably wait until spring to sprout.  
 
Sorry to say you should do something about the violets. But if you can’t dig 
now then seeding with a mix that has a good amount of an annual grass in it 
may be best, so there are plants already growing  in most of the bare space, 
shading out violet seedlings by spring. Violets are tough to kill with 
herbicide, especially in fall.  
 
One big problem with renovating a violet-filled area is that violets often 
dominate where it is too shady for grass. If this is a shady area you may also 
have to prune trees to let it more light, at least until the grass gets 
established. Otherwise the violets will rule supreme. They will return by seed 
in every bare space where grass won’t grow. The seed lies dormant for just 
such opportunities. 

 
Regarding Dividing and rearranging: 
JFSchenk : When I cut my clematis down to the ground, can I then move it or 

wait until spring? 
Janet & Steven: If you want to divide it do it in fall right after you cut it down. So 

much easier to handle it when it does not have soft new shoots coming up all 
over as it can have from early spring. 

 
Nancy Giordano : What about hosta virus? 
Janet & Steven: If we see signs of virus in any plant, hosta or otherwise, it is a 

plant we dig out and burn or dispose not-to-a-compost site. As we explain in 
this chapter, one reason to make changes as you clean up in fall is to get rid 
of plants that are sickly and replace them with better. 

 
Return to index 
 
Judith Levine's ipad : I have a David Austen rose that ALWAYS gets black spot‚ as 

do all my roses.  How and when to prune, and will that lessen the chances of 
more black spot next year? 

Janet & Steven: Ridding an area of fungus infected material can reduce the next 
year’s disease problems. Black spot can overwinter on canes as well as leaf 
debris so hard cuts can be beneficial. However, nothing can make a black 
spot susceptible rose a winner in our book so we dig out more than we 
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forgive, and we research every rose variety we consider in terms of disease 
resistance. 
 
Even so, we recognize that disease resistance is not immunity and there are 
many levels of resistance from ‘somewhat resistant’ to ‘very’. There are also 
growing conditions that exacerbate fungal disease. All of this must be 
considered together – switching rose varieties, changing watering, pruning 
more aggressively, opening up the site to better sun or air movement, more 
consistent removal of any spotted leaf and spent flowers, and an increased 
fertility regimen since stronger roses resist infection. We love roses but 
growing them really well requires a knowledgeable gardener who tends the 
roses almost daily. 

 
Regarding Mulching: 
Carol Corbin : where do you find mulch this time of year? 
Jocelyn Sr. : Oakland County Road Commission has a large hill of woodchips on 

Pontiac Lake Road. 
Janet & Steven: Good place to look! Your county or municipality may offer tree 

trimming chips from clearing roads and utility lines. We go look first, hoping 
for finally shredded stuff and a mix of leaves and wood. Often there is no 
charge but you must shovel the chips into your truck or bins yourself. We use 
wood chips when we have no money for finer mulch or if we are making new 
beds by smothering, or mulching under large shrubs and trees. 
 
For fine textured mulches overall better for gardens, we call local landscape 
supply centers and usually some still have mulch available, as do some 
garden centers that sell bagged mulches.  

 
Amy Ryberg : Do oak leaves break down rapidly enough?  They seem to just 

smother. 
Janet & Steven: They break down. They do not break down over winter, however. 

Worms - the major cool-season decomposers - do not like oak leaves. Oak 
leaves stay intact for the most part until the soil warms in spring, when the 
fungi move in and break them down. We use LOTS of oak leaves as mulch 
and they are great. If the look is too coarse you can shred them first, or mix 
them with a smaller type of leaf. If they mat down chances are they are sitting 
wet; that is not a leaf problem but a drainage problem. Wet leaves of any type 
can mat and smother. In the spring we act if we see matted leaves being 
pushed up - we call those "hats" as in, "There's a hat over there, Steven, will 
you get it?" -  or bare spaces where we know plants should be emerging. Then 
we break up the mat and if it's wet at all, correct the drainage issue. 

 
Return to index 
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Judith Levine's ipad : Do you remove inches of leaf mulch  veggie bed before 
preparing for planting in the spring? 

Janet & Steven: We do not. Some people do, or till it in a few weeks before 
planting. When there is mulch in place on a veggie bed we are tasked to 
maintain, we just move the mulch to make seeding rows or planting spots, 
and then grow in a mulched bed. We have had good results. Still, we would 
rather grow veg in a mulch-free bed. All those annual edible plants, most of 
which are varieties bred for enormous growth, seem to do better when there 
is no other tap on the bed’s nutrients, not even from the decomposition of 
material that will eventually stoke that soil’s nutrient bank. 

 
Therese : Is grass and leaves ok for vegetable garden mulch over winter? 
Janet & Steven: Yes. Especially if it is thin enough to have mostly broken down by 

spring planting time. 
 
JFSchenk : Once you work in the garden and have disturbed the mulch so soil is 

showing, do you add more mulch? Even when you have a lot of packed mulch 
like Janet mentioned? 

Janet & Steven: When there is bare soil in a perennial garden, garden of mixed 
perennials and other plants or a landscape area, we cover it with mulch. If 
there are places in that garden where the mulch has accumulated we break 
that up and redistribute it. Sometimes we spread the old mulch thin and then 
add a veneer of new mulch on top. Sometimes we patch the bare areas only. 
Deciding which to do involves considering and combining aesthetic 
objectives and practicality. 

 
Anne 's iPad : Where does Janet get her compost? 
Janet & Steven: Various landscape supply centers, same places where we buy 

mulch. 
 
MARK’s iPad : Is it bad to have burlap cover evergreen shrubs so dear don’t eat 

the plants. 
Janet & Steven: Urk! Sorry to have called all burlap an abominatiiion without 

thinking about deer-deterrent wraps. Yes that can prevent deer browse so it 
can be necessary. WE still hate the look, however. We look and think “If we 
have to look at this ugly wrap for FIVE MONTHS maybe we do not need the 
evergreen – we never see it in winter anyway!” 

Karen Harrison : I’m in deer country.  use bamboo poles with zip ties and  foot 
high burlap. I use black netting to put over the holly  the deer eating it. You 
can't see the netting when you look out 

 
Return to index 
 
Other questions: 
Barbara Siepierski : who are the authors of the two books you mentioned earlier 

(The Root Book and The Orchids of Western Great Lakes)? 
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Janet & Steven: Fred Case wrote Orchids of the Western Great Lakes. The Root 
Book, by Norma Phillips was a limited-run publication, photos of wildflower 
roots by a Minnesota gardener. Search the internet by its name AND Norma 
Phillips and a few copies come up. Only 107 pages, photos in black and white 
of roots and we see $30 price tag. We don’t recall what we paid for it (from 
the author at an 1988 conference) but it is worth $30 for unique info! 
Our cover (left) is correct; the used book image is a mock-up. 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Carol : I just bought a new Clarington Forge spade (same as Janet's spade).  The 

cutting edge is beveled, but not sharp (it is painted green).  Please confirm 
that I do need to sharpen this new spade.  As received, it does not cut very 
well into the soil. 

Janet & Steven: Sharpen it. No spade or shovel comes sharp. All need to be given 
an edge and then kept sharp. That spade we showed you being sharpened 
was a Clarington Forge spade. 

Sonja Nikkila: More on tools in one of the first webinars, Tool Care. 
 
michele : My sister has Little Henry sweetspire (Itea virginica) that is turning 

redish purple but in spots only.  Is that a normal fall progression? 
Janet & Steven: It could be. There may have been issues earlier in the year that 

made some parts of the foliage thinner or less well endowed with chemicals 
so the fall color shows early.  

 
Return to index 
Sue W : what can I do with the seed pods on butterfly weed before I cut them 

down 
Sonja Nikkila : Because you’d like them to seed around, Sue? 
Sue W : yes 
Sonja Nikkila : It’s a good question, Sue. I definitely leave mine until they’re ripe‚ 

and then I have great fun hand-seeding them (I love throwing the silk). Janet 
will cut and then bundle the seedheads and hang them upside down so they 
can ripen and spread. 

Sonja Nikkila : Does anyone else have any butterfly weed seedpod tips? 
Janet & Steven: We do like to spread them and would love to have hundreds of 

them but realistically, we only have room for 20 or so. So we give seed away. 
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We also take it dog-walking and spread it where it might naturalize. But at 
home we do not need more – the plants live for decades, undisturbed – and 
certainly do not want spindly crowded new plants just to say we have them. 
 
Plants produce so much seed because Nature is not kind. It takes lots of 
haphazard seed spread to insure that a few find fertile ground. So don’t worry 
that the seed is ‘wasted.’ 

 
Lorie Willing : Where do you find pants with knee pads? Or what are good knee 

pads to buy? 
Kathie Skinner : Duluth Trading sells pants with knee pad slots and knee pads. 

About $ - not cheap 
Janet & Steven: We wear pants made by Blaklader. You can find them on-line, 

and some tool stores such as Performance Tools in Pontiac, MI, stock them 
so you can try them on. We have worn many brands over 40 years – one 
brand for 20 years then it was no longer produced and we went through 4 
brands before arriving at and being very pleased with Blakladers. The knee 
pad fits into a pocket at the knee. 
 
We did wear Duluth T C’s pants for a while but the fabric proved too 
lightweight for our daily hard use. Blaklader’s knee area is made of Kevlar, 
like bulletproof vests. 
 
Recently, Blaklader caught on to gardeners’ use of their pants (originally 
intended for tradesmen such as flooring carpenters) and began to offer 
ladies’ sizes and "Gardeners pants”. We are incensed that these are higher 
priced than their other workpants. So we still both wear the Bantam Work 
Pants With Utility Pockets, in men’s sizes. and Janet wears suspenders so 
doesn’t have to worry that the waist is loose if the hip is right. 

https://www.blaklader.com/en/product/16301310-bantam-work-pants-with-
utility-pockets#16477 
 
We have never been happy with strap-on knee pads, which tend to bind or to 
slip. 

 
Karen Harris 
Return to index 
 
on : Should I put up a burlap wind screen to protect endless summer hydrangea  

the winter winds in northern MI drying out the buds for next year? 
Janet & Steven: If you must grow those Hydrangea macrophylla (mophead, 

blue, pink) not-bud-hardy-but-bloom-on-old-wood-that-requires-a-live-tip-
bud-through-winter, even though you live in the middle of the continent 
where they are least reliable, then you need to trap ground warmth around 
the entire plant. Cage (or burlap) around the plant to a height above the top 
buds, then fill the entire enclosure with dry leaves. Cover over the top of the 
plant. When you uncover the plant in April, if the tip buds are alive, be 

https://www.blaklader.com/en/product/16301310-bantam-work-pants-with-utility-pockets#16477
https://www.blaklader.com/en/product/16301310-bantam-work-pants-with-utility-pockets#16477
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prepared to run out and cover the plant with a sheet or keep it covered all of 
spring with floating row cover so late spring frosts don’t kill the buds as they 
begin to grow. Good luck! 

 
Diane in Waterville : My Japanese maple already has a bare barkless trunk spot 

at the base (SW side), but I plan to try to save it by installing your miscanthus 
shield. When do I remove the shield in spring? 

Janet & Steven: Once the real cold is done, usually early in April for us. What you 
are protecting it from are the big temperature swings, afternoons above 50F 
that turn in minutes to 25F or les at sunset. 

Susan Shandorf : My colchicum really flops over - is it not planted deep enough? 
Janet & Steven: The plant’s leaves or the flowers? The foliage is always a heap… 

We haven’t noticed floppy colchicum flowers except once frosted, or once 
they have been up for some days and been pollinated. Could it be you have 
LOTS of pollinators? You might mix in some of the double-flowered variety 
‘Water Lily’ since double flowers tend to slow and befuddle potential 
pollinators. Then let us know if they perform more sturdily. 
 
As for depth, we don’t know. If we get the chance we’ll plant some at varying 
depths this fall, and see what happens next year. Why not divide some of 
your known-to-flop clumps now or next spring, plant some deeper and watch 
what happens? 
 
Gardening is all about “Next year”, isn’t it? And isn’t it wonderful, that we 
always have things to look forward to?! 

 
barbara boykin : Who eats sweet woodruff?  What do you recommend for 

protecting it? 
michele : deer eat sweet woodruff in my yard 
Janet & Steven: Thanks, Michele! We haven’t ever seen it eaten. 
 
Return to index 
 


